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Questions I’d like to address (at least in part)

How painful are departures from RUM?

How necessary/useful are they?

How far should we go in these departures?

How novel is RRM?
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Contrasts
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Evolution of RUM models

A number of key principles
I alternatives characterised by a random utility
I finite choice set
I mutually exclusive alternatives
I transitivity of preferences (this one is key)

Different type of models:
I Logit and Probit
I Generalised extreme value family (which includes Logit)
I Various types of mixture models (continuous, discrete, with

or without additional model components)

Key point in McFadden & Train (2000): Mixed Logit can
approximate any RUM model arbitrarily closely

I we will revisit this point later on
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Benefits

Grounding in microeconomic theory

Generally quite easy to implement and estimate

Estimation cost is pretty linear in number of alternatives
and sample size

Inertia matters too
I four decades’ worth of model results to use as benchmark
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Limitations

Some real world phenomena violate core assumptions
I decoy effects, compromise effects, preference reversals, zero

cost effect, ...

These issues have gained ever more attention due to the
popularity of behavioural economics
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A RUM-structure can capture some such phenomena

Example: zero cost

Other applications: anchoring, reference dependence, etc

Question: are the resulting models still ‘RUM’?
I not generally discussed
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More recently, we have sought to move away from RUM

In our literature, a key focus has been on RRM
I different base versions, mixture models, µ-RRM, etc

In mathematical psychology, accumulator models are
popular

Basic idea
I choice from a set of alternatives takes some amount of

deliberation time T
I decision process starts with some basic probabilities, maybe

past experience, status quo, ...
I evolves over time by accumulating evaluations regarding

the advantages and disadvantages of each option, with a
key role for a feedback mechanism

I cumulative evaluations evolve to a new state vector P (t)
I stops either after a fixed time or when a certain threshold

has been reached
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DFT in operation

Attributes multiplied by importance
weights W (cf. β)

Alternatives compared against each
other by contrast matrix C (cf.
summing up utility components)

A valence is calculated for each
alternative, equivalent to a utility
value, but for a particular moment

Overall utility updated by valence
utility in each time step, where
feedback matrix S determines how
well utilities are stored and how
much alternatives compete
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Example results on Guevera and Fukushi dataset

Stated preference route choice dataset

134 participants completing 10 choice tasks with 3 options
on two variables, travel time and travel cost

2 of the 10 choice tasks had compromise decoys as one of
the options

Model ρ2

Logit 0.401
Random Regret Minimisation (RRM) 0.448

Decision Field Theory (DFT) 0.514
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Benefits & limitations

Behavioural realism & ability to capture “irrationalities”

But temptation to reach the conclusion that better
performance of the model validates the underlying theory!

I in reality, it may just be flexibility of the functional form

Lose key link to micro-economic theory
I Obtaining welfare measures is difficult (at the very least)

and results may not be suitable for use in appraisal
framework

Computational cost can be an issue too

For some of the models, we need additional data
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Two questions

Question 1: do the benefits
outweigh the losses?

Question 2: If we are willing to give
up key components of RUM, then
why stick with a similar approach?

I RRM is not that different from
RUM, as we will now see again
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Origins and relationships
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Mother Logit (thank you, Mr Whistler)
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Mother Logit and her father

McFadden did a lot of stuff other
than MNL/GEV

I Maximum logit, cascade model, ...

Mother (or Universal) Logit model
introduced in 1975

Have: Pi = egi∑
j=1J

e
gj where

gi = f (Vj) , ∀j
The utility of an alternative can
depend on attributes of other
alternatives

But McFadden (1977) raised issue
of lack of consistency with utility
maximisation
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Mother Logit and her children

Pi =
egi∑

j=1J e
gj

MNL is nested within Mother Logit
I with linear spec, have: gi = δi +

∑K
k=1 βkxik

RRM is too
I have gj = −

(
δi +

∑K
k=1

∑
j 6=i ln

(
1 + eβk (xjk−xik )

))
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Implications

Many other models are versions of Mother Logit too

Sometimes acknowledged, sometimes not

But often the issue of consistency with utility maximisation
and the suitability for welfare analysis is not discussed

Examples:
I C-Logit, maybe also path-size component

F at least welfare analysis is not generally the key objective

I Models with reference dependence where reference
alternative is included in choice set

F this is the case in quite a few published papers
F reference dependence is difficult anyway for appraisal, so

it’s no surprise that many studies use some middle value
between gains and losses
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Limitations
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What should attribute values be compared to?

Standard regret minimisation works with comparison
against all other alternatives

But we know that behaviourally, comparison against a
reference value may be most important

Example for a public transport choice dataset where first
out of three alternatives is a reference trip

MNL RRM RRM against ref

LL -3,721.67 -3,699.49 -3,692.43
pars 7 7 7
BIC 7,500.81 7,456.46 7,442.34

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
δ1 0.1978 3.25 -0.1625 -2.68 3.4634 56.22
δ2 0.1395 3.13 -0.144 -3.23 -0.1442 -3.35
βtt -0.0376 -7.98 -0.0263 -8.92 -0.0715 -9.29
βfare -0.9873 -4.39 -0.7636 -4.42 -2.5394 -3.46

βrate of delays -0.1224 -4.45 -0.0819 -4.4 -0.2386 -4.57
βexp. delay -0.0796 -4.5 -0.0561 -4.47 -0.1468 -4.52
βcrowding -0.1698 -7.34 -0.1148 -7.35 -0.326 -7.25
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Gains/losses for RUM model

With separate G/L
parameters, can also use
differences in RUM

I Improvement in LL by
19.69 units for 5 parameters

Improvements are bigger if we
do G/L against reference
alternative

I and now all the signs are
correct

Question: is this still RUM?

G/L against all G/L against ref

LL -3,701.98 -3,697.31
pars 12 12
BIC 7,502.48 7,493.15

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
δ1 0.1330 1.33 0.0398 0.34
δ2 0.1424 3.22 0.1402 3.17

βtt,inc -0.0149 -1.96 -0.0394 -3.85
βfare,inc -0.9205 -2.42 -1.8557 -2.71

βrate of delays,inc 0.0006 0.02 -0.1128 -2.42
βexp. delay,inc -0.0201 -0.86 -0.0488 -1.52
βcrowding,inc -0.0255 -0.85 -0.1962 -5.34

βtt,dec 0.0109 1.38 0.0401 3.75
βfare,dec -0.1423 -0.55 0.5571 2.41

βrate of delays,dec 0.0779 2.4 0.1342 2.93
βexp. delay,dec 0.0294 1.34 0.0901 3.3
βcrowding,dec 0.0856 2.63 0.1389 2.97
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We can of course do the same for RRM

Gain 18.5 units compared to
base RRM, 11.5 against RRM
with ref comparisons only

Two specifications offer very
similar fit

Like RUM, signs only correct
in model with comparison
against ref alternative

I And negative βfare,dec is
actually significant now in
first model

G/L against all G/L against ref

-3,680.97 -3,680.92
12 12

7,460.47 7,460.36

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
δ1 -0.1062 -1.58 6.8324 114.58
δ2 -0.1496 -3.42 -0.1472 -3.35

βtt,inc -0.0131 -9.02 -0.0389 -9.52
βfare,inc -1.4241 -3.05 -1.3308 -3.41

βrate of delays,inc -0.0416 -4.43 -0.1243 -4.34
βexp. delay,inc 0.0226 0.62 -0.0807 -4.39
βcrowding,inc -0.0579 -7.31 -0.1742 -7.33

βtt,dec 0.0132 9.58 0.0389 9.52
βfare,dec -0.5491 -2.05 1.3311 3.41

βrate of delays,dec 0.0413 4.39 0.1243 4.34
βexp. delay,dec 0.0778 1.92 0.0808 4.4
βcrowding,dec 0.0579 7.31 0.1732 6.34
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Do we need to explicitly
model the behavioural
phenomena and is what

we put in what we get out?
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Model results vs. behavioural insights

We DO NOT really know what is going on in our data

Better fit for one behavioural theory (e.g. RRM) does not
necessarily validate that behavioural theory

I simply means that it explains the choices in the data better

Also growing interest in models allowing for mixtures of
decision rules (Hess et al., 2012 partly to blame)

I some misinterpretations, e.g. X% of people use RUM
I results simply tell us that a model allowing for a X%− Y%

mixing better explain the choices in the data

Most would accept that our best model simply works better
than others we have tried, but is not some global best

Other question: are improvements due to behavioural
foundations of model or some other mathematical reasons
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A simple illustration

We know from Daly & Carrasco that heteroskedasticity can
mask things, so we try log transform on fare on UK data

I big improvements and RRM advantage disappears

MNL RRM MNL - log fare RRM - log fare

LL -3,721.67 -3,699.49 -3,401.68 -3,402.59
pars 7 7 7 7
BIC 7,500.81 7,456.46 6,860.83 6,862.66

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
δ1 0.1978 3.25 -0.1625 -2.68 0.3996 6.31 -0.2872 -4.63
δ2 0.1395 3.13 -0.144 -3.23 0.173 3.49 -0.175 -3.56
βtt -0.0376 -7.98 -0.0263 -8.92 -0.0474 -9.7 -0.0323 -9.81
βfare -0.9873 -4.39 -0.7636 -4.42 -5.7717 -18.14 -3.9719 -17.08

βrate of delays -0.1224 -4.45 -0.0819 -4.4 -0.1628 -5.32 -0.1055 -5.27
βexp. delay -0.0796 -4.5 -0.0561 -4.47 -0.0994 -4.64 -0.0684 -4.63
βcrowding -0.1698 -7.34 -0.1148 -7.35 -0.2221 -8.65 -0.1458 -8.67

Some further evidence that comparison between linear
RUM and RRM is inherently unfair as latter is non-linear
and incorporates some notion of reference dependence
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Can heterogeneity help?

RUM departures are interesting but also cause problems

And we can never be sure that the behavioural paradigms
are the actual reason for improvements in fit

Comparisons have generally been performed without
heterogeneity across decision makers in their sensitivities

Remember McFadden & Train (2000) argument that Mixed
Logit can approximate any RUM model arbitrarily closely

We exploit the same idea to see whether a more flexible
treatment of heterogeneity in preferences across decision
makers may reduce the benefits of moving away from RUM

Builds on findings in Hess & Stathopoulos (2012), where
allowing for heterogeneity in individual sensitivities reduced
the benefit of allowing for heterogeneity in decision rules
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Approach

Focus on RRM partly due to the convenient framework
that arises from van Cranenburgh & Chorus (2015)

MNL: Vint = δi + βxint and PMNL,int = eVint∑J
j=1 e

Vjnt

RRM: Rint = δRRM,i,k +
∑K

k=1

∑
j 6=i ln

(
1 + eβk(xjntk−xintk)

)
and PRRM,int = e−Rint∑J

j=1 e
−Rjnt

µ-RRM: Rint,µ = δRRM,i,k +
∑K

k=1

∑
j 6=i ln

(
1 + e

βk
µ (xjntk−xintk)

)
and Pµ-RRM,int = e

−µRint,µ∑J
j=1 e

−µRjnt,µ
, where µ ≥ 0

Interpretation of µ

µ w 1: µ-RRM model corresponds to standard RRM
µ→ +∞: µ-RRM model collapses to linear RUM
µ→ 0: µ-RRM model takes the form of the P-RRM

model (strong profundity of regret)
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Mixing

Also estimate their mixed counter-parts, with random
variation across individual respondents in the values of β

Ln (Ω) =

∫
β

T∏
t=1

Pjnt (β) f (β | Ω) dβ

The most flexible specification of a MMNL model arises
when we allow for all elements of β to be random, and
with a full covariance matrix estimated between them

We limit ourselves to using fixed ASCs, along with
univariate distributions for individual elements in β

With the aim of providing an illustrative application, we
also rely on Normal distributions only as we do not seek to
reach policy conclusions or estimated WTP measures
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Datasets

Three typical transport stated choice (SC) datasets

First two datasets come from Australian toll road studies
I 16 choice tasks involving a choice between an invariant

reference trip and two hypothetical alternatives
I described by free flow time, slowed down time, crawl time

(only in the second dataset), travel time variability, running
costs and tolls

I Data from 243 and 304 respondents, respectively

Third dataset uses sample of 368 public transport
commuters in the UK

I 10 choice tasks involving a choice between an invariant
reference trip and two hypothetical alternatives

I described by travel time, fare, the rate of crowded trips
(out of ten trips), the rate of delays (out of ten trips) and
the average length of delays (across delayed trips)
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Summary results for first Australian dataset

MNL RRM µ-RRM

LL (β) -3,027.66 -3,039.18 -3,027.94
pars. 7 7 8
BIC 6,113.18 6,136.22 6,122.01

Runtime (normalised) 1.00 2.22 5.79

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 10.2881 1.57

mixed RUM mixed RRM mixed µ-RRM

LL (β) -2,368.10 -2,392.83 2,365.25
pars. 12 12 13
BIC 4,835.39 4,884.84 4,837.96

Runtime (normalised) 50.56 326.83 531.11

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 46.7409 1.75

Large differences in estimation cost

MNL fits better than RRM model, confirmed µ in µ-RRM

Difference in fit between RUM and RRM increases with
mixing, and µ points further to RUM
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Summary results for second Australian dataset

MNL RRM µ-RRM

LL (β) -2,668.39 -2,681.47 -2,668.72
pars. 8 8 9
BIC 5,404.69 5,430.85 5,413.86

Runtime (normalised) 1.00 1.87 5.74

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 11.0192 1.45

mixed RUM mixed RRM mixed µ-RRM

LL (β) -2,202.87 -2,214.42 -2,177.07
pars. 14 14 15
BIC 4,524.60 4,547.70 4,481.48

Runtime (normalised) 53.18 338.04 617.19

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 7.9383 1.83

Runtime results are similar to first study

MNL again fits better than RRM, as confirmed by µ-RRM

Mixing slightly reduces difference in fit and also µ, which
however remains large
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Summary results for UK dataset
MNL RRM µ-RRM

LL (β) -3,721.67 -3,699.49 -3,698.89
pars. 7 7 8
BIC 7,500.81 7,456.46 7,463.47

Runtime (normalised) 1.00 1.58 2.11

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 0.6924 3.10

mixed RUM mixed RRM mixed µ-RRM

LL (β) -3,184.89 -3,205.27 -3,174.96
pars. 12 12 13
BIC 6,468.30 6,509.08 6,456.66

Runtime (normalised) 50.75 316.98 335.69

est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat. est rob. t-rat.
µ - - 3.1552 2.23

RRM obtains better fit than RUM, and mu-RRM model points
towards a value of µ less than 1

This is reversed in random coefficients versions

Mixed µ-RRM fits best, but value of µ is now larger than 1: we
suggest improvement over RUM down to non-linearity
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Summary and conclusions
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Summary and conclusions

There are many different possibilities of moving away from
RUM

Some stay closer to RUM than others
I any departures from RUM likely come at a cost in terms of

computation and/or interpretation/use of results

There is also plenty of scope for a role for unexplained
heterogeneity and non-linearity in explaining the “benefits”
of one paradigm over another

I confirmed by empirical work which shows how allowing for
either non-linearity or heterogeneity can reverse the order of
fit between RUM and RRM

The same applies to reference dependence
I in the example used here, the reference alternative was

included in the choice set, but the same is likely to apply if
it is not (as experimental designs often pivot symmetrically
around reference values)
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Some final thoughts

We would be foolish not to engage with behavioural
economics!

I can learn about behavioural effects and enrich our models
I also a great topic for attracting research funding!

But it should also be remembered that the true decision
process is latent, anything we do is just an approximation

When differences in fit are small, should we use a model
that is “interesting” or one that is “useful”?

Much of what we have learnt from behavioural economics
can be accommodated within a RUM structure

An important question for us to revisit in this context is
whether the resulting models are still consistent with utility
maximisation
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Is this the answer?
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